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ABSTRACT. Monte Carlo simulation of radiation transport is the most accurate and patient-
specific technique available for internal dosimetry in nuclear medicine. Taking morpho-
logical and functional information from CT and PET 3D scans, it is possible to perform
MC dose calculations at voxel level. GATE and GAMOS are among the most used and
validated toolkits developed for performing such medical physics calculations. Aim of
this work was the comparison of dose rates evaluated by means of GATE and GAMOS
simulations for a case of PET/CT diagnostic exam conducted with 18F-choline radiophar-
maceutical. The results obtained with the two toolkits showed a good agreement, with just
some minor differences imputable to their different procedure of voxel density assignment.
A further investigation on spurious decays generated in air was conducted through simula-
tions employing a PET-filtering technique. In this way it was highlighted the effect of PET
background on the evaluation of dose rates imparted to air-rich organs, in particular lungs.

1. Introduction

Internal dosimetry in nuclear medicine aims at estimating the radiation absorbed doses
to tissues and organs during diagnostic and therapeutic procedures employing radiopharma-
ceuticals. It plays a fundamental role in radiation protection for PET and SPECT exams and
in receptorial and metabolic radiotherapy planning and monitoring (Stokke et al. 2017).

Three dimensional internal dosimetry calculations can be carried out at whole-organ
level, using simplified geometries and assuming uniform activity distribution within each
source organ, or at voxel level, considering tissue regions with dimensions in the range
from few centimeters to tenths of millimeters. The main voxel dosimetry approaches are the
convolution of dose point-kernels (Giap et al. 1995), the voxel S values (VSVs) approach
(Bolch et al. 1999; Amato et al. 2012, 2013a,b) and the direct Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
of radiation transport (Amato et al. 2018; Auditore et al. 2019). Direct MC coupled with
functional and anatomical imaging is considered the most accurate and patient-specific
method for dose estimation (Dewaraja et al. 2012), allowing in particular higher precision
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TABLE 1. Resolution and voxel dimension for the CT and PET scans used as
input data; the administered activity to the patient, A(t0), and the interval of time
between the administration and the scan acquisition, ∆t, are also reported for the
PET scan.

CT resolution 256 × 256 × 520
voxel dimension (mm) 2.34 × 2.34 × 2.00

PET radiotracer 18F-choline
A(t0) (MBq) 296
∆t (min.) 84
resolution 144 × 144 × 255
voxel dimension (mm) 4.00 × 4.00 × 4.00

in dealing with the actual tissue inhomogeneities and activity nonuniformities (Auditore
et al. 2019), at the expense of a longer computational time.

Among the software packages developed for the simulation of radiation interaction
and transport in matter, Geant4 (Agostinelli et al. 2003) is one of the most validated and
widely used, notably for medical physics purposes (Allison et al. 2016). GATE (Geant4
Application for Emission Tomography) (Jan et al. 2004) is a toolkit that offers a user-friendly
interface for Geant4, specific for emission tomography and suited for dose calculations
in radiotherapy and nuclear medicine applications (Sarrut et al. 2014). Another powerful
and versatile simulation toolkit for medical physics applications is GAMOS (Geant4-based
Architecture for Medicine-Oriented Simulations) (Arce et al. 2008), likewise based on
Geant4 and providing another easy-to-use framework to simulate projects without C++
coding.

Aim of this work was the comparison and quantitative agreement analysis of dose rates
assessed in main organs obtained from GATE and GAMOS Monte Carlo simulation based
on the same 18F-Choline PET/CT patient data.

2. Materials and methods

The present comparative study of GATE and GAMOS codes applied to PET internal
voxel dosimetry was conducted using input data from a diagnostic 18F-Choline PET/CT.
The PET/CT scan was performed with the Philips Gemini TF 16 scanner at the Nuclear
Medicine Unit of the University Hospital “G. Martino” in Messina (Italy). Relevant
acquisition parameters are reported in Table 1. The original CT scan examined was com-
posed of 1019 slices with axial resolution of 512 × 512, providing voxel dimensions of
(1.17 × 1.17 × 1.00) mm3. In order to shorten the simulation time, we resampled images
by means of the Resample Scalar Volume module of the software 3DSlicer (2020), via linear
interpolation, doubling the voxel size dimensions to get the resolution reported in Table 1.
18F-choline employs 18F as a radioactive marker, a positron emitting isotope of fluorine
widely used in PET practice, characterized by a T1/2 = 110’ and

⟨︁
Eβ+

⟩︁
= 0.63 MeV (Jacob-

son et al. 2015). Choline is a precursor for the biosynthesis of phospholipids, which are
major components of the cellular membrane. Radiolabeled choline allows to detect tumors,
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TABLE 2. HU intervals and corresponding density ρ intervals for the materials
Geant4 (2020) used in the simulations.

Material HU intervals ρρρ (g/cm3)

G4_AIR HU ≤ -855.75 ρ ≤ 0.10
G4_LUNG_ICRP -855.75 < HU ≤ -126.50 0.10 < ρ ≤ 0.85
G4_ADIPOSE_TISSUE_ICRP -126.50 < HU ≤ -38.98 0.85 < ρ ≤ 0.94
G4_TISSUE_SOFT_ICRP -38.98 < HU ≤ 343.61 0.94 < ρ ≤ 1.2
G4_BONE_CORTICAL_ICRP HU > 343.61 ρ > 1.2

TABLE 3. HU-to-density calibration values for the scanner used.

HU -1000 -700 -450 0 300 1000 1400 2500 3500

ρρρ (g/cm3) 0.0012 0.187 0.521 1.0 1.169 1.594 1.837 2.506 3.113

especially prostate cancer, because of the enhanced choline uptake due to the pathologic
increased demand for cellular membrane synthesis (Jadvar 2012). Therefore 18F-choline
PET/CT is used in the diagnosis and staging of prostate cancer.

Our Monte Carlo simulations were carried out using GATE version 8.1, that relies
on Geant4 version 10.04.p03, and GAMOS version 6.0.0, that relies on Geant4 10.02.
Both GATE and GAMOS allow using CT images in DICOM format to define a voxelized
phantom reproducing patient morphology, and PET images in DICOM format to define
a voxelized source decay event probability distribution, derived from the PET voxelized
activity concentration distribution. The decay of radioactive nuclei constituting the emitting
source, in our case 18F, was simulated in both toolkits using G4RadioactiveDecay Geant4
module and associated classes (Geant4 2020). To account for all possible electromagnetic
interactions in the simulations, the Geant4 physics list G4EmStandardPhysics_option3
was used (Geant4 2020). In order to accurately sample the spatial distribution of energy
deposition, we set, for the propagation of all the simulated particles and radiation, a lower
range cut of 50 µm, significantly shorter than the voxel dimension, that for electrons in soft
tissue corresponds to an energy cut of about 15 keV.

2.1. GATE. CT DICOM images were imported to generate a voxelized phantom volume
through the ImageNestedParametrisedVolume algorithm GATE (2020). Materials were
assigned to each voxel of the phantom based on its corresponding Hounsfield Unit (HU)
value in the CT, by means of automated HU stoichiometric calibration. In order to identify
the materials and their chemical composition (taken from the database Geant4 2020), five
intervals of HU were associated to five intervals of mass density, corresponding to the
materials to be assigned (namely: air, lung, adipose, soft and cortical bone tissues) as
reported in Table 2, by applying a scanner-specific bi-linear relation reported in Table 3 and
displayed in Fig. 1. The number and type of materials were properly chosen to mimic the
density inhomogeneities in the thoraco-abdominal districts of the human body.
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FIGURE 1. HU-to-density calibration points and their bi-linear fit.

The automated calibration defines a set of “sub-materials” for each of the aforementioned
materials. Each sub-material has the same chemical composition of the material from which
is generated. To each sub-material a different density is assigned, through the interpolation
of the HU-density calibration points seen above in Table 3 and Fig. 1; sub-materials are
generated having densities differing for less than a density tolerance value (GATE 2020),
that we set 0.1 g/cm3. To each voxel is therefore assigned one of these sub-materials, thus a
proper chemical composition and density.

PET DICOM images were imported as a voxelized source volume, and to each voxel
was assigned an event generation probability through a linear conversion of its PET value
(in the present case activity concentration, expressed in Bq/mL). Voxelized phantom and
source volumes were placed in the GATE spatial reference system applying the adequate
spatial translations in order to have the correct relative position, according to the information
reported in the DICOM file headers. Physics (decays and interactions) was simulated as
previously stated, with 18F treated as a GATE ion type source for simulating its decay. The
absorbed doses and their statistical uncertainties were scored at voxel level with GATE’s
DoseActor, using the MassWeighting algorithm (GATE 2020); the “dosel” grid (i.e., the
voxelized dose map) adopted the same spatial dimensions of the input phantom matrix. The
simulation used a Mersenne Twister random number generator.

2.2. GAMOS. GAMOS converts CT DICOM images into a logical voxelized phantom
volume and permits to directly set voxel-specific densities through the bi-linear calibration
with HU yet seen in Table 3 and Fig. 1. Then five intervals of density (Table 2) identify the
different chemical compositions of materials, which are the same ones chosen for the GATE
simulations.

For reproducing the radionuclide distribution, PET data were used to model a source
volume in linear relationship with its activity concentration values, employing the generator
class GmGenerDistPositionInVoxelsFromFile (GAMOS 2020). Phantom and source were
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placed in GAMOS reference system according to the position information included in the
DICOM header, and physics was simulated with the Geant4 modules previously described.
As done for GATE simulations, the dosel grid volume was defined with the same dimensions
of the input phantom matrix, using GAMOS GmPSPrinter3ddose scorer (GAMOS 2020).

From MC outputs we obtained 3D absorbed dose maps, from which, dividing each dose
voxel for the total number of generated events in the simulation, we deduced dose-per-event
maps. Multiplying each dose-per-event voxel by the whole body total activity at the PET
scan acquisition time t = ts, we calculated dose rate maps at the acquisition time. Therefore,
indicating with Di jk (Gy) the absorbed dose in the field-of-view (FOV) associated to a given
voxel (i, j,k), with Nevts the total number of generated events employed in the simulation
and with A(ts) (MBq) the total activity measured in the PET field-of-view at the acqusition
time, the dose rate Ḋi jk(ts) (Gy · s−1) at the acquisition time in the FOV associated to a
given voxel (i, j,k) is expressed and calculated as:

Ḋi jk(ts) =
Di jk

Nevts
·A(ts) (1)

A(ts) was deduced from the PET image and its related informations, applying the adequate
factors as follows:

A(ts) = ∑
i jk

Ai jk(ts) = ⟨Ai jk(ts)⟩ ·Nvoxels =

= ⟨ci jk(ts)⟩ ·Vvoxel ·Nvoxels (2)

where Nvoxels is the total number of voxels in the PET image, ⟨Ai jk(ts)⟩ (MBq) is the mean
value of the activity in a single PET voxel at the acquisition time, ⟨ci jk(ts)⟩ (MBq/mm3) is
the mean value of the activity concentration in a single PET voxel at the acquisition time,
Vvoxel (mm3) is the volume of the PET voxel. All the mathematical operations on voxelized
images were performed with 3DSlicer.

Furthermore, we used the dose rate maps to evaluate dose rate average values in selected
Volumes of Interest (VOIs) and to build Dose Rate Volume Histograms (DRVHs in the
following) in the VOIs. From literature it is known that liver is among the organs with the
highest 18F-choline uptake following from the normal choline biodistribution (Jadvar 2012),
and that can be seen also for the present case in the PET scan (a coronal PET slice fused
with the corresponding co-registered CT slice is shown in Fig. 2(a)). Consequently liver, as
a source organ for radiation dosimetry, is expected to exhibit one of the highest dose rates at
the moment of the PET/CT acquisition. Lungs, especially the right one, above the liver, will
also be characterized by non-negligible dose rates. Using 3DSlicer Segmentation module
we segmented three VOIs on the CT images, corresponding to the following organs: liver,
right lung, left lung (whose contours are shown in Fig. 2(a) superimposed to the PET/CT
image). Dose rate average values in VOIs and DRVHs were computed using 3DSlicer
Segment Statistics and Dose Volume Histogram modules respectively.

2.3. Background and artifacts treatment. On the basis of the preliminary results ob-
tained during our study, we decided to investigate the influence of background present
into the PET image, used as input data, on the dose rate outcomes obtained through MC
simulation. In the present work we aimed to correct image noise background due to the
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FIGURE 2. CT and 18F-choline PET fusion of coronal slices (a) with VOIs
contours (green: liver, blue: right lung, orange: left lung); corresponding coronal
slices of dose rate (µGy/min) maps estimated respectively with GATE (b) and
GAMOS (c) simulations.

PET image reconstruction process, whereas other sources of spurious emission were not
corrected (i.e., misalignment of PET and CT scans and patient or organ movements). Since
the event generation probability distribution is built from the PET scan, a non-zero event
generation probability will be associated to voxels having noise-induced non-zero activity
concentration in the PET. In these noisy areas an erroneous dose rate background could
be evaluated through MC simulations. To quantify this contribution, we performed further
simulations using, as input data for the source distribution, the PET scan filtered through
the procedure described in the following. Firstly, by means of 3DSlicer modules, we set
to zero all the PET scan voxels corresponding to CT voxels to whom air is assigned as
material, thus with HU<−855 (Table 2). Then we applied a threshold filter setting to zero
all the PET voxels with activity less than 100 Bq/mL. This cut was chosen in order to
avoid decay generation in areas outside the patient not identified as air - because of their
slightly higher density - but improperly identified as lung tissue (mainly the PET/CT bed
and some PET reconstruction artifacts near it) by GATE and GAMOS materials assignment
procedures previously described. Aim of all this procedure was to minimize the probability
of generating decays in areas actually corresponding to air, inside and outside the patient
body, and to materials not belonging to the patient body.

The “filtered-PET” simulations were carried out using all the same macros and settings
adopted for the “unfiltered-PET” simulations, the only difference being the input image.
The same types of outputs were deduced: dose rate maps, dose-rate average values into
VOIs, DVRHs. Referring to Eq. 1, in the case of filtered-PET A(ts) is retrieved as well from
the native PET. The overall procedure therefore ensures the conservation of the total rate of
decays.

The average dose rate results are presented for each VOI, accompanied by their corre-
sponding average statistical uncertainties δ (%), deduced with 3DSlicer Segment Statistics
starting from MC simulation generated relative uncertainty maps. We set 108 as the number
of generated events in the simulations (Nevts), that ensured in both unfiltered- and filtered-
PET simulations a mean statistical uncertainty of dose evaluation below 6% in the liver
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TABLE 4. Average absorbed dose rates ⟨Ḋ⟩ to VOIs and corresponding mean
statistical uncertainties δ . Comparison between GATE and GAMOS results is
presented through ε (Eq. 3) and ⟨εi jk⟩ (Eq. 4).

VOI Liver Right Lung Left Lung
Volume (cc) 1074 2091 1797

⟨Ḋ⟩GATE (µGy/min) 83.34 71.42 59.79
δGATE (%) ±5.55 ±14.55 ±15.60
⟨Ḋ⟩GAMOS (µGy/min) 84.28 62.74 50.67
δGAMOS (%) ±5.55 ±13.20 ±14.28
ε (%) −1.11 +13.83 +18.01
⟨εi jk⟩ (%) −0.44 +12.83 +17.26

VOI. The comparison between GATE and GAMOS average dose rate values, both for the
unfiltered- and filtered-PET simulations, is presented for each VOI in terms of relative per
cent difference ε (%), taking GAMOS as a reference:

ε =
⟨Ḋ GATE

(ts)⟩−⟨Ḋ GAMOS
(ts)⟩

⟨Ḋ GAMOS
(ts)⟩

·100 (3)

We furthermore compared GATE and GAMOS dose rates evaluating their relative percent
difference for each voxel (i, j,k), εi jk (%):

εi jk =
Ḋ GATE

i jk (ts)− Ḋ GAMOS
i jk (ts)

Ḋ GAMOS
i jk (ts)

·100 (4)

and their average value ⟨εi jk⟩ (%) in VOIs. The comparison between unfiltered- and filtered-
PET average dose rate values is presented in terms of their relative per cent difference κ

(%), taking the unfiltered ones as a reference:

κ =
⟨Ḋ fil

(ts)⟩−⟨Ḋ unfil
(ts)⟩

⟨Ḋ unfil
(ts)⟩

·100 (5)

3. Results and discussion

Considering first the results of the simulations employing the native unfiltered PET scan,
a couple of coronal dose rate map are shown in Fig. 2, in panel (b) obtained with GATE
and in panel (c) with GAMOS. In Table 4 we report the average absorbed dose rates to the
defined VOIs and the relative per cent differences between GATE and GAMOS results. A
very good agreement, within about 1% considering ε , was found for the liver VOI, while
concerning both lung VOIs wider differences were observed, with GATE overestimating
dose rates in lungs with respect to GAMOS; nevertheless the agreement is acceptable, since
differences fall within the dose rates mean statistical uncertainties δ . A fair agreement is
found also considering the voxel-by-voxel dose rate differences, εi jk, whose distributions
in VOIs are reported in Fig. 3 (panels (a), (c), (e)) and whose average values ⟨εi jk⟩ are
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TABLE 5. Dose rate average values, δ , ε , ⟨εi jk⟩ and κ , as described in Sect. 2.

VOI Liver Right Lung Left Lung
Volume (cc) 1074 2091 1797

⟨Ḋ⟩GATEfil (µGy/min) 86.27 38.36 28.55
δ GATEfil (%) ±5.63 ±19.80 ±22.21
⟨Ḋ⟩GAMOSfil (µGy/min) 86.82 37.38 26.96
δ GAMOSfil (%) ±5.62 ±17.72 ±20.21
εfil (%) −0.64 +2.60 +5.91
⟨εi jk⟩fil (%) −0.40 +9.40 +14.66
κGATE (%) +3.51 −46.29 −52.25
κGAMOS (%) +3.02 −40.42 −46.80

comparable with ε values and fall within δ values. The statistical uncertainties in lungs are
larger with respect to the ones in liver, due to the heterogeneous composition of lungs, mainly
containing lung tissue and air. Having lower average density and thus lower interaction
probabilities with radiation than soft tissue, less interactions happen and are simulated in
these regions; therefore larger statistical uncertainties are associated to absorbed doses inside
them. The larger differences in lungs dose rates between GATE and GAMOS compared to
the ones for liver are attributable to the different procedure the two toolkits employ to assign
densities in voxels. A different assignment of density value appears to have more impact for
low density voxels (lungs), causing wider mean differences in their dose outcomes than in
more dense voxels (liver).

Observing the dose rate maps (see Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)), it can be noticed that a certain
amount of background dose rate outside the patient shape is present. It is partly due to
the interactions of the annihilation photons with the air and materials outside the patient.
However it must be attributed partly also to the 18F decays generated outside the patient body
by the simulation because of noise-induced non-zero activity concentration distributions
outside the patient body in the PET data. High dose rate distributions and spots can be
observed from the dose rate maps (some of them visible in Fig. 2(b) and 2(c)) in corre-
spondence of areas inside the patient body containing air: oro-nasal cavity, larynx, trachea,
esophagus, stomach and intestinal tracts, and especially lungs. Given these evidences, it
can be hypothesized that decays generated “erroneously” in air, both outside and inside the
patient phantom, may influence the absorbed dose rate evaluation, possibly causing dose
artifacts and overestimation in certain anatomical regions.

The average dose rate results obtained with the simulations carried out using the filtered
PET are reported in Table 5 and compared with the results coming from the native PET
(Table 4). A slight increase, of about 3% (κ), of the average dose rate in liver is observed
with both MC codes, when using the filtered PET. Instead, a 40% up to 50% decrease of
average dose rate is observed for lungs, still for both GATE and GAMOS. These differences
are not merely imputable to statistical fluctuations, because their magnitude largely exceeds
the - albeit significant - mean statistical uncertainties δfil. This lowering of dose rate with
respect to the unfiltered-PET simulation can be appreciated visually in Fig. 4, showing dose
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FIGURE 3. Distributions of dose rate relative percent difference at voxel level,
εi jk, in the defined VOIs for unfiltered (panels a, c, e) and filtered (panels b, d, f)
PET simulations.

rate map slices (fused with CT slices to have a clearer morphological reference) obtained
with unfiltered- and filtered-PET GATE simulations and the voxel-by-voxel differences
between the two maps.

A reduction up to about half and beyond of the unfiltered values can be seen in lungs
as well as in other spots in oral cavity and abdomen, and a lowering of the background
outside the patient body is observed. Looking at panels (b2) and (c2) of Fig. 4 compared to
panels (b1) and (c1), it can be seen that, despite an almost general decrease in the right lung
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FIGURE 4. Axial, sagittal and coronal slices of dose rate maps estimated with
GATE using original PET (a1, b1, c1) and filtered PET (a2, b2, c2) as input data,
and the corresponding slices obtained subtracting voxel-by-voxel the filtered dose
map from the original one (a3, b3, c3).

dose rate, in its lower part high dose rate distribution remains. Part of it is reasonably and
realistically caused by energy deposition coming from decays generated in the simulation
in perfused lower lung itself and from perfused liver. However another part is likely due to
decays generated in the simulation in the lower part of the right lung, but generated there
because of event decay probability actually due to liver activity accidentally measured in the
lower lung, as a consequence of the respiratory motion during the PET acquisition (Pépin
et al. 2014). This spill-out of the liver activity can be seen in Fig. 2(a). It is evident how the
filtering procedure adopted is unable to correct for this kind of artifact.

From the comparison between GATE and GAMOS filtered-PET dose rate results (Ta-
ble 5), an agreement within 6% considering εfil is present in all considered VOIs, that is
below the mean statistical uncertainties δfil. As regards ⟨εi jk⟩fil parameter, we get an agree-
ment within 15% in all considered VOIs; εi jk fil distributions are shown in Fig. 3 (panels (b),
(d), (f)).
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FIGURE 5. DRVHs in the defined VOIs. Solid lines are relative to unfiltered-PET
simulations, dotted lines to filtered-PET simulations.

These evidences can be further appreciated looking at the DRVHs in Fig. 5, reported for
both unfiltered- and filtered-PET simulations. From lungs DRVHs it can be observed that,
while for the unfiltered-PET simulations there is a certain difference in dose rates in less
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than the 60% of the volume, for the filtered-PET simulations there is an excellent agreement
between GATE and GAMOS. This evidence supports the supposition that the differences
between GATE and GAMOS results built on unfiltered PET, also emerging in Table 4, could
be due to the different density assignment procedures, having a stronger influence on low
density voxels. Indeed the minimization of decay generation in low density voxels, obtained
through PET filtering, causes a reduction of the contribution of low density voxels to the
dose rate; their “exclusion” in filtered PET brings GATE and GAMOS simulations to find
closer agreement. Concerning liver, GATE and GAMOS DVRHs show excellent agreement
for both unfiltered- and filtered-PET cases, in agreement with the hypothesis of higher
density voxels being less influenced by differences in the density assignment procedures.

The previously highlighted significant decrease of lungs dose rate in filtered-PET simu-
lations with respect to the unfiltered-PET ones clearly appears also in DRVHs. Likewise
it is observable the slight increase of liver dose rate in filtered-PET simulations. It can be
justified by the filter-caused reduction of decay generation in air-associated areas and, being
equal the number of generated events, the consequent enhancement of decays in all other
non-zero activity areas.

Based on the obtained results, we can deduce that the unfiltered-PET simulations generate
a significant amount of decays in the air inside lungs and some other anatomical districts,
enough to cause a considerable overestimation of absorbed dose rate with respect to the
filtered-PET simulations. Filtered-PET simulations could better reproduce a more realistic
scenario in which the absorbed dose rates to organs like lungs, with a substantial presence
of air inside them, and to the body external surface, are solely due to decays happening in
perfused tissues and not improperly in air.

4. Conclusions

A comparison was made between the dosimetric results obtained with GATE and GAMOS
MC simulations of a routinary PET exam employing 18F-choline. 3D absorbed dose rate
maps and DRVHs in VOIs corresponding to liver and lungs were produced. The results
obtained for liver were in very good agreement, with relative differences of about 1%. A
much lower but still acceptable agreement was found for lungs, presumably due to the
different voxel density assignment procedure. A PET filtering technique, with the aim
of minimizing decay generation in air and in materials outside the patient volume, was
implemented in order to investigate and quantify dose rate artifacts and overestimations
due to PET background. A dose rate decrease of about 40% was observed in lungs for
filtered-PET simulations with respect to the unfiltered ones. Regarding the liver, a very
slight dose rate increase of about 3% was observed. A general lowering of background
and high-dose-spots corresponding to air-rich regions was also obtained. An excellent
agreement between GATE and GAMOS was found for the filtered results in all VOIs, within
6% in all of them and in particular within less than 1% in liver, supporting the hypothesis of
density assignment procedures differences having more influence on low density voxels.
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